-9. Bray's rethinking of gender and technology is, of course, part of a larger project, now summarized in her essay 'Towards a critical history of non-Western technology', in Timothy Brook and Gregory Blue (ed.), China and historical capitalism: genealogies of sinological knowledge (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 158-209.
Few would dispute that Joseph Needham's remarkable Science and civilisation in China, for all the contributions made by collaborators and now by his successors, remains very distinctively the product of a particular world view. Few would dispute, too, that in that initial world view gender issues did not loom large. Yet it is already possible to find, simply by reading at random in its pages, instances of inventions attributed clearly to women. One such instance that leaps to the eye is brought forward in the contribution on forestry by Nicholas Menzies, in which he notes the system devised by the daughter of a seventeenth-century timber merchant for the mensuration of timber. This appears to have been based on a series of lengths of silk worked out by the young lady concerned, a Ms. Guo, in her boudoir; no indication is given that she actually ventured into any distant forests to observe timber operations, though doubtless she need not have gone further than the family yard to gain the necessary information.1 And when all the volumes relating to textile technologies have been completed, we may be sure that many more female inventors will find their place in Science and civilisation, for this area, above all others, was seen as 'women's work', and it is impossible to believe that the very high standards achieved in this field in China would have been reached without a substantial capacity for innovation on the part of the women involved. Of course for later Imperial China it is not necessary to wait that long: the omission of an awareness of gender in Needham's writings has already been remedied by the work of Francesca Bray, though reactions to her revised account of women and technology suggest that debate over the issue even for that period of history is perhaps still at a preliminary stage.2
It may be helpful, therefore, to start work cautiously on an earlier imperial age by examining closely one relatively well-known invention by a woman already listed briefly in standard works on textile technology, which as it happens provides not only some empirical information towards future research within the area already delimited by Francesca Bray, but also allows consideration of its possible connections with another form of technology, sometimes seen as related, where a long history of research continues to this day untouched by gender history.3 This invention would at first seem to be none too well documented, since it occurs in a short passage of text of unknown origin, and only the family name of the woman in question is given. The following presentation hopes to show, however, that these apparent difficulties do not prevent us from recovering useful information from the surviving fragment that describes it, information that is of considerable value in the larger context of the history of technology.
First, our only source for the passage describing the inventor's achievement is a work dating to some four centuries later than the apparent date of the invention, an anthology translatable as The Forest of Tang anecdotes, compiled from a large number of earlier sources under the succeeding dynasty, the Song, in about 1106.4 But recent scholarship, though it has found no prior source for the passage in question, has vindicated the value of this anthology as a repository of much earlier material, while the family name of the woman inventor, Liu, does provide a reasonable hypothesis as to the derivation of our piece of text.5
For enough is said of the family to make it quite clear that it is the same Liu clan discussed in the anecdote next following in the current text of the Forest of anecdotes, and the source of this next, more substantial, passage may be clearly identified as the Yinhua lu (Notes made from conversation), a slim volume produced by the mid-ninth century writer Zhao Lin. Zhao Lin reveals in this that he was the son of a Liu mother, and that he was actually descended through her from one of the clan members mentioned in his tale.6 All this is confirmed too by an epitaph of 840 for his mother, who in later life became a prominent Taoist nun, in which her family connections are traced in some detail.7 The more extended passage in the Forest of Tang anecdotes, clearly deriving from Zhao's book, stands at the very head of his text as preserved separately today, and there is no preface, so one may readily surmise that our fragment was likewise originally placed just ahead of it as part of Zhao's work, but that the beginning of the text (always the outermost part in scroll or codex form) was damaged in the course of transmission some time after 1106, with the result that our anecdote was lost.8
This provisional assurance that we are dealing with a family tradition, passed down for a century and a half and then transmitted in writing, gains in strength when we consider the text in detail. Though it is rendered in summary into English in one recent publication on Chinese textiles, the word for word account of it that follows highlights some interesting features.
The emperor Xuanzong's Liu Jieyu was both able and educated, and the emperor set great store by her. Her younger sister, married to a Mr. Zhao, being of a quick-witted and intelligent disposition, told craftsmen to carve wood blocks into an intricate flower pattern, to make a [mirror] image [on another block], and create a clamped resist (jiajie).9 On the occasion of her elder sister's birthday, she presented a bolt of the resultant cloth to the Wang Empress, which the emperor saw and was impressed by, so that he ordered his palace staff to manufacture [more] using her method. At that time [the method] was top secret, but gradually it got out, and spread about the land, so that even persons of no consequence at all wear [this cloth].10 Before turning to the technology described, a few more words are necessary about the Lius involved here. Jieyu is, of course, not a personal name, but a title in the imperial harem for a fairly eminent (third grade) imperial concubine who served as an assistant to an empress.11 The lady in question is well known to history: she gave birth, for example, to an imperial prince who later on was so concerned for the fate of his own thirty-six children that he fell several days behind Xuanzong's retinue as they escaped westwards from the rebel An Lushan, and so earned a severe imperial reprimand.12 The clan to which this man's mother belonged also later produced the famous writer Liu Zongyuan (772-819), with the result that researchers have gathered together a great deal of information about it, far beyond the couple of pages that Zhao Lin himself records. In his English-language study of Liu Zongyuan, Jo-shui Chen provides an excellent summary of the Liu clan's long-term history (a history already alluded to with pride by Zhao Lin, who notes that they might be found in books on pre-Tang history), remarking on its Northern origins, its long record of scholarship, and its peak of influence about 650 when an imperial consort with a Liu mother incurred the jealousy of the young Empress Wu, leading to the execution of the clan's most famous statesman and a period of eclipse from which it never quite recovered, though it always remained conspicuous in the second rank of the Tang aristocracy.13 He particularly notes the Lius' strong sense of clan identity, which would explain why Zhao Lin's mother would have transmitted this anecdote to him, while even though they were more Chinese than some sections of the North China aristocracy, who had Inner Asian origins, the relative independence of thought which seems to have characterized both Zhao's mother in her religious career and this earlier inventor may perhaps reflect the greater freedom granted women in the North because of social influences from beyond the Chinese world.14 Francesca Bray, drawing on Chinese research, confirms at any rate that the involvement even of city ladies in textile technology was at its height between the Han and the Tang.15 We should also mark the reference to the Wang Empress, since this 13 Jo-shui Chen, Liu Tsung-yüan and intellectual change in T'ang China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 34-47; the basic source for the ramifications of the family is the genealogical table in Xin Tang shu 73A, 2835-46; the older sister in our anecdote is mentioned by Chen at the end of his n13 on p. 36.
14 Chen, Liu Tsung-yüan, 46-7, comments on the sense of family among the Lius. The influence of non-Chinese custom on the position of women is not a simple one, especially when one considers the political role of imperial women: see the collected papers of Jennifer Holmgren, Marriage, kinship and power in Northern China (Aldershot: Variorum, 1995), which reveals a number of different specific patterns over the course of time. As a generalization, however, all scholars would probably agree that the early Tang dynasty allowed a greater freedom of action for aristocratic women than was enjoyed by élite women from Song times onward.
15 Francesca Bray, Technology and power, 199-200. The one early instance she gives of a woman introducing sophisticated new technology to the production of textiles, 200-01, though set in the Former Han, derives from a source of the same post-Han period: cf. William H. Nienhauser, 'Once again, the authorship of the Hsi-ching tsa-chi (Miscellanies of the Western capital)', JAOS, 98 (1978), 219-36. serves to date the incident quite clearly to after 712, the date of her elevation to the title, and to before 724, when she herself died-indeed, given that her childlessness was causing severe tensions with her husband by 722, it probably dates to some time before then. 16 Now this dating is of particular value, in that it precedes by a quarter of a century or so the earliest incontestably dated example we possess of woodblock printing of text, from within a Korean pagoda erected in 751, and textile printing has in the past been seen as an important forerunner to the printing of books.17 In fact, although textile printing has been traced in Europe to as early as the sixth and seventh centuries .., the use of blocks in impressing dyes on textiles in China has now been traced back yet further, well into the third century ..18 This would appear to antedate too the earliest reliable records of textile printing from the world of antiquity, and again suggests a Chinese origin for the technology.19 But we should perhaps not be surprised that it took a while for the notion that text could be printed in a similar fashion to emerge. Sister Maryta M. Laumann, citing Chinese research, points out that it has been discovered from a close examination of Han period textiles that 'as many as 1200 printing motions were necessary to complete one meter of three coloured silk fabric'.20 No wonder, then, that the earliest blocks for textile imprinting that have been discovered, from the second century .. are not of wood at all, but of brass.21
Here, however, the terminology makes clear that Ms. Liu was concerned not with the simple transfer of dye to a textile surface, but with the use of a resist, that is, a device for excluding dye from part of the textile. The best known of these, and probably the origin of the use of the character jie, 'tie', in the original Chinese terminology used in our source is of course the 'tie and dye' technique, where the compression of the textile into a knot excludes part of it from contact with the dye even when fully immersed.22 Another form of resist which can actually be applied with a stamp is the wax resist, which effectively excludes dye and can be removed subsequently by heating; signs of a stamped wax resist have been detected in materials older than the seventh century from Astana in Central Asia.23 Considerably later, wax was also used 21 Betsy Stirling Benjamin, The world of Ro : zome: wax-resist textiles of Japan (Tokyo, New York and London: Kodansha International, 1996), 69.
22 Many writers, even in Tang times (the example given is Bai Juyi), use the character xie (Mathew's no. 2637) for jie, and this form of the term is the one usually cited by lexicographers.
23 Benjamin, Wax-resist textiles, 73.
in conjunction with the technique invented by Ms. Liu by the southern Yao minority, according to the Lingwai daida of 1178; the description of their method, as translated by Betsy Stirling Benjamin, forms an interesting counterpoint to that in the Forest of Tang anecdotes:
First, carve two wooden plates with the same pattern with holes bored through; second, place a piece of cotton cloth between these plates; next, fill the engraved wooden plates with liquid wax; take off the plates; place this cotton cloth in indigo dye; and finally take the wax off by heating. Then you will see a beautiful, fine blue and white cotton cloth in waxprinting.24
This, of course, would give the opposite pattern to that achieved by Ms. Liu's method (assuming her blocks were carved out with the flower patterns left in relief ). For although her method is classified by some Chinese scholars as a form of stencil technique (since stencils were used as well as block stamps), it is probably best understood as described by Jack Lenor Larsen from the Japanese examples going under the equivalent term of kyo : kechi, which exist from as early as the Nara period.25 'Cloth is pressed so firmly between the two blocks as to resist dye penetration. Traditionally both of these blocks are carved in a high relief which is identical and in register. Deep channels between the raised motifs, and often drilled holes as well, allow the dye liquor to circulate through the blocks. Often the blocks are very large, so a complete scarf can be done at one time'.26 Chinese scholars add the detail that the cloth concerned was apparently folded in half, so as to create a symmetrical pattern. 27 The presence of some examples in Japan of cloth produced by this technique contained in the imperial treasure house known as the Sho : so : in, closed in 756, does raise some problems for our account of Ms. Liu's invention, since some of these examples are sometimes alleged to be of seventh-century date.28 Were such dates accurate, they would suggest that she was not the actual inventor of the technique, but at the very least the note we have ascribed to Zhao Lin would be useful in dating the introduction of the method to court circles. In this case Ms. Liu's role would be similar to that of the eunuch Cai Lun, another figure equally obscure for similar gender reasons, whose 'invention' of paper, we now know, was long preceded by the manufacture of simple forms of paper for wrapping.29 Furthermore, if the method was in fact not confined to court circles in origin, this would indeed explain why, by the time the Sho : so : in collection closed, it included examples which are said to be of Japanese manufacture.30 But it is not clear on what grounds examples of this type of manufacture can be assigned dates quite so early, and on the assumptions given above concerning the date of Ms. Liu's work, at least a generation could have passed before the secret reached Japan and Japanese craftsmen started to produce their own work using her method, if that is what may be deduced from the surviving records and material evidence there. For our present purposes, in any case, it is the link with text printing from woodblock which is of interest, and for this it will suffice to use Ms. Liu's presentation to the empress as a simple terminus ante quem. For, staying in Japan, most scholars have noted that the achievements of the Nara period waned in the course of time, with one exception: the technique continued to be used in its most basic form for dyeing with safflower dye, or benibana. And even when conspicuous use of this brilliant crimson was forbidden by sumptuary legislation, it continued to be used for the underwear of imperial ladies in waiting into the Edo period, according to an essay by Monica Bethe contained in a monograph by Amanda Mayer Stinchecum.31 As a result, some of the blocks which were used for this clamp-resist method, presumably following a pattern basically little changed since Tang times, are preserved to this very day in Kyoto. I have not yet had an opportunity to inspect them, but Bethe does describe the technique and the materials used in a very helpful fashion: 'Elaborate designs, often in imitation of other techniques like shibori, were carved in relief into wooden boards, two boards of mirror-image being placed face to face, with the cloth sandwiched between them...'.32 'Old boards (carved very much like woodblocks except for the extra holes and ducts) and clamp systems still exist and can be investigated at the Kyoto Textile Research Center (Kyoto Senshoku Shikenjo) at Karasuma Kamidachiuri'.33
The foregoing quotations from secondary works on Japanese textiles surely give us everything we need to know to imagine what Ms. Liu's invention was. Clearly it involved, as far as her craftsmen were concerned, an ability to carve substantial blocks of wood-not necessarily at this stage scarf size, but bigger than could be wielded easily by hand for stamping-into intricate patterns in high relief, and also the ability to transfer and reverse these patterns on to another block-most obviously, one imagines, by applying ink to the first set of raised surfaces and bringing them together with the second block to mark the area to be isolated. The textiles then dyed could actually be quite thin, in that they were held immobile and did not need to receive the blow of a stamp. Granted that the technology used in woodblock printing is not identical, I see in these processes no skills necessary to printing which were not indubitably present by 724 at the very latest.34 Furthermore, since the technique appears to have become quite widespread rather rapidly, we may also feel confident that the necessary skills were not confined to a small minority but shared by a considerable community (perhaps soon enough even an international community) of woodworkers. This does not of course in itself prove that these skills were used for printing text, any more than printing metaphors in religious literature prove that an appreciation of the speed, accuracy and replicability of the automatic transfer of text led in itself to the employment of printing techniques.35 But it would certainly seem that by the early eighth century there were no longer any conceptual, technological nor even manpower barriers to the spread of printing beyond the stamping phase towards the use of woodblock printing as we know it. And it may be possible to construe the evidence more positively. Granted that we must credit Ms. Liu (or just possibly some earlier unknown craftsman) with considerable powers of imagination in working out a completely new means of creating a resist, is it possible that the several elements involved in the idea came together ex nihilo? Or might the idea of carving patterned blocks in high relief and laying materials on them come from an observation of the woodblock printing process? The latter seems on reflection much more likely, and rather than seeing Ms. Liu's encounter with the Wang empress as marking a point by which nothing stood in the way of printing, we might rather take 724 as a tentative terminus ante quem for the use in court circles of a woodblock printing process already more sophisticated than the stamping on paper which we now know existed in the preceding century. 36 Admittedly, as evidence of the spread of printing in the early eighth century, the tale of Ms. Liu and her invention can only count as indirect evidence, but it is by no means the only evidence of this type. Two further examples may be cited relating to the use of seals, which seems to have undergone a remarkable shift somewhat before her time, for reasons that may equally reflect the influence of the example of woodblock reproduction. The first is well known to Chinese scholars, who do take it to constitute evidence of printing itself, though that might depend on one's definition of the term, since no more was involved than the stamping of a seal on a piece of paper. 37 What made the use of the seal different in this case was that it was imprinted on paper for distribution, not simply to mark possession, and then used as a sort of security pass to the palace, to judge by the first occurrence of the term, which dates to 691.38 The source for this dating, though itself completed in 1084, is the highly regarded Zizhi tongjian, which drew on sources now lost, and much earlier than those of Tang date which later mention the same event. The second example is less well documented, in that it is only to be found in the Bai-Kong liutie, the mid-twelfth century expansion of a Tang encyclopedia first compiled by Bai Juyi (772-846), the sources for which have never been systematically examined.39 At any rate this work, which again would have had access to Tang sources now lost, avers that in the time of the Empress Wu (i.e. the late seventh century) so many new titles of honour were created that sealmakers could not keep up, and so simply created standardized blank seals, in the imprint of which the holders could sign their names.40 This too could only be called printing by stretching a definition, and though it refers in general to a well-known historical phenomenon of the reign of the empress, namely increased social mobility within the ruling élite, the source for this specific passage concerning blank seals remains unclear.41 But it does appear likewise to attest to the fact that the conception of the seal had shifted from the specific to the generic, from the production of single impressions to be used in different circumstances to the production of multiple copies for distribution, though in this case the distributed items were not issued from a single matrix, but actually constituted matrices themselves, albeit ones which could be converted to produce impressions for specific use only by the addition of manuscript. Once again we may wonder in that case whether the widespread use of woodblock printing may not have prompted this change in the handling of impressionstamping devices, and indeed a subtle change in the attitudes involved as well.
This mention of official seals also raises some interesting questions about an indubitably Tang source, an edict contained in the Tang huiyao and dated to late in the year 746. In this the penalty decreed by forging a freehand 'seal' is declared to be the same as for forging a cast or engraved seal.42 Why was it necessary to introduce such a measure at this time, and why were cast or engraved seals in such short supply that the practice of imitating them freehand even in official documents had become widespread? Could it be that those craftsmen with the skills to create seals were now busy applying themselves to a new but related technology? Certainly this snippet of information increases the likelihood that the record of an earlier dearth of seal carvers in the Empress Wu's reign derives from a reliable contemporary source.
But to return to Ms. Liu, whatever we make of her story, perhaps enough will have been said here to suggest that she deserves a more prominent place in history than has been her lot so far. Nor should we despair of finding out more about her in the future: a first trawl through the voluminous indexes to Tang epigraphy has turned up no materials obviously likely to shed further light on her, but it is quite possible that somewhere in these records-or in records yet to be excavated-some further mention of her life, if only as wife to Mr. Zhao or as mother to Zhao children, may yet be uncovered. As remarked at the outset, the reconsideration of women and technology in China has, despite the excellent start made by Francesca Bray's work, after all only just begun.
